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phenomenology of visual space gary hatfield in the philosophy of perception, direct realism has come into
vogue. the philosophical corruption of the science of psychology ... - 1 2013 november 1 the
philosophical corruption of the science of psychology an antiphilosophical study of a. n. whitehead’s process
and reality the appeal to experience and its consequences: variations ... - the appeal to experience and
its consequences: variations on a persistent thompsonian theme craig ireland cultural critique, 52, fall 2002,
pp. 86-107 (article) altered consciousness in philosophy - uni-mainz - chapter 11 altered consciousness
in philosophy jennifer m. windt altered consciousness (ac) or altered states of consciousness (asc) have been
discussed throughout the history of philosophy and in different alfred north whitehead - sophia project experience, as illustrating the philosophic scheme, is such that all related experience must exhibit the same
texture. thus the philosophic scheme should be ‘necessary,’ in the sense of bearing in itself its own warrant of
universality throughout all experience, provided that we confine ourselves to that which communicates with
immediate matter of fact. but what does not so communicate is ... bergson and derrida - researchgate appeal to immediate experience along with his attempts in matière et mémoire (1896) and his 1903 essay
introduction à la métaphysique to depart from traditional metaphysical ways of thinking ... all animals are
equal - fewd.univie - the immediate appeal of the black liberation movement and its initial, if limited success
made it a model for other oppres.5ed groups to follow. we became familiar. with liberation movements for
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campaign, some thought we had come to the end of the road. discrimination on the basis of sex ... tillich's
'two types of philosophy of religion': a ... - this immediate awareness is "existential" for tillich in that it is
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essentially united, and the "memory" of which union is never lost, even in the most estranged forms of
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appeals to a notion of containment immediate justification and process reliabilism - setting this concern
aside, feldman’s appeal to the closeness-of-content factor presupposes that proper responsiveness is always a
matter of a close match between the content of the experience and the content of the belief that responds to
it. part one: moral theory and experience - 2 1 experience as method it is commonly claimed that dewey,
like other theorists in the twentieth century, sought an empirical grounding for ethics. knowledge, inference,
and explanation - there is no such thing as immediate experience. (for the purposes of this paper,
fortunately, it may not be very important whether the objection is
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